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About This Game

Logical game with different color light rays can improve skills in geometry and in color logic operations. One or more light
sources and receivers and also one or more movable elements for operations with color light rays defined on each level. The

target is to combine movable elements so, that color light rays will come to receivers correctly.
Key features:

-64 increasing complexity levels;
-16 achievements for different play situation;

-multivariant level finish;
-2 to 8 hours attractive gameplay.
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Possibly one of the best hero classes in the game. His ability to create very dangerous choke points makes him well worth the
money.. Not bad, but little more than a mini game that can get boring after a bit if you must try it then wait for it to go on sale.
im still a disappointment lmao. just been duped by the starter subscription not \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing happy
. it is a great game people on the game are really nice as well. i do recommend this game if you are in to space games. it has
everything in it and lots and lots of exploring. A pretty good game. Delivers what it promises. It's like top-down version of
Devil's Tuning Fork, without any tuning fork. Just echo of your footsteps. Actually, some other footsteps too.... Good:
-Novel
-Can be challenging
-A true puzzle game requiring thought

Not so good:
-Should have at least 100 levels.
-Extremely anticlamatic ending. Should at least say "You're done" after 66
-Need a level creator/editor

4.5/5. I see they are trying to make a challenging game but it doesn't get challenging, most of it is just tedious...
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Fell Through the floor a few times while in the courtyard, so a patch is needed but game is interesting. Plus, The player is
completely naked........5 stars. This game.
It's perhaps the most beautiful thing I've ever seen.
I created the big bang and the opposite over and over again, molded galaxies, gave them life and destroyed them. I felt
something I've never felt before. I feel enlightened.
And with pricetag of 0? Man, must have for anyone with Vive.. I have not played thids game a lot but the mp is not working and
I am very sad. My friend reeaallly wanted to play this game, his dog recently beat him and he's in the tracy beaker dumping
grounds. If you have a fix for the mp hmu on anything. Thanks. Really want to play this game. Thanks babe xpoxoxoxoxoox.
AWA is a basic arcadey shmup with occasional mild bullet hell. Unfortunately, it doesn't really do anything to warrent your
attention over the many other options.

Between levels, you can spend funds to buy powerups (which there are more than enough of during levels), bombs and drones,
or repair the one hit your ship can take

Drones both add firepower and will take a hit for you, which is great, until you collide with an enemy you couldn't see against
the background, and promptly die.

My main issue with the game is there's no invulnerability after a hit. And since the reason you got hit was probably a mess of
bullets, you can die rather suddenly.

There is some other weirdness, like being able to attack bosses before they're on screen, and not having a clear hitbox, but
nothing major.

Overall, it's an alright shmup, with some possible frustrations, but there are heaps of good shmups out there, so I can't
recommend you spend your money here.. Despite the blatant "SEVEN" on title, indicating this game is the 7th entry of a long
running Ys series, there's no reason to shy away from this game if you never played the previous games. With the exception of
Ys "Origins", Ys 1 and Ys 2, every other entries are their standalone game with very little reference of the previous games in the
newer games. In other words, if you've never played any Ys games before, you can start with "SEVEN" as it barely continue any
story plot (if any) from the older games.

The story in Ys SEVEN is the bare basic of a JRPG, a young hero was granted great power and responsibility by pure chance to
save the world (or in this game's context, an island nation) from destruction. It's up to him, the chosen one, to visit 5 shrine of
the elements and gather enough power with your companions to rid of evil once and for all. If that sounds like the original Final
Fantasy game, it actually is. Like I said, bare basic of a JRPG. Anyone who says the story is great are either lying to you or to
themselves.

The characters are nothing to write home, either. The main protagonist of the series, Adol Cristin is as interesting as a white
sheet of paper, despite already being in 7 games. He's the standard "chosen one" archetype, with barely any personality. Him
being a silent protagonist is actually the reason why he's the character that he is. He simply goes with the flow, never questioning
everything around him. The supporting characters are just as interesting with their own archetype of a "hot-headed" fighter, a
"bratty" princess, a "naive" shota, a "no bullsh*t attitude" older man, a "wise" older woman, an "edgy" rival of the protagonist
and an "over-protective" princess bodyguard. Despite the boring casts of characters, I at least appreciate the number of playable
characters. It adds a little bit of depth in the game.

The gameplay is your standard Ys game. You hack and slash anything that moves, only this time you have up to 3 people in a
single party, a first in a Ys game. Each characters are strong and weak against certain enemies so you need to constantly switch
characters accordingly. You can spend SP to use skills to spice up the combat. These are also unique to each character.

Boss fights are just as epic here compared to the previous games. They're big and challenging, especially on a higher difficulty.
Only problem I have with these boss fights is that they're too simple to beat and their attack pattern are very limited. Honestly
the only reason why they're hard to beat on a higher difficulty is that they took less damage and inflict more damage than usual.

Music are fantastic as usual, though some of if are just arranged versions from the previous games. Not a bad thing, just a minor
nit pick from me.
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The side quests, however, are a total joke. It's just a bunch of mindless fetch quests like in an MMO. Only 3 of them are not,
which are monster hunting side quests. Too bad all of the rewards from completing them are not worth the effort. This is by far
the laziest attempt of padding the game.

Would I recommend the game? Absolutely. Despite it's flaws, it's still a fun game to play.. Hip hip! Zoombinis! Hip hip!
Zoombinis! The fun little game I grew up playing is now easy to find, install and play again!
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